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Best Practices for 
eCommerce Site Search



- The importance of site-search

- The current state of search 

- Quick wins for retailers of all sizes

- Where eCommerce search is heading 



● Enterprise-level search technology with market-leading NLP and machine 
learning capabilities

● Founded in 2013, in Helsinki (where Klevu is HQ’d)

● Core team now based in London, with offices in Finland, US and India

● Merchandising an increasingly important focus

● Plug-and-play integrations for Magento 1, 2, Shopify Plus and able to 
integrate with any platform

About Klevu





The importance of 
site-search



Search is frequently overlooked



An engaging online shopping 
experience



In our experience, users are 2 - 5X 
more likely to convert if they complete 
a search - this can be up to double on 

mobile





The current state of 
site-search



‘smart search’ solutions are fairly 
mainstream amongst mid-level and 

enterprise-level retailers



Search is a far more prominent and 
important part of the average eCom 

site today





Consumers are now expecting more 
from search functions



Types of queries we see increasingly:

“Size” (e.g. “medium black peacoat”_
“Best & top” (e.g. “best LED 4k tv”)
Feature-specific (e.g. “waterproof iPhone case”)
Compatible (“wireless keyboard for iPad Mini”)



Competition in the search space is 
driving the industry forward



Voice search is gradually starting to 
enter the space, but is far from 

‘common’



“40% of millennials already making search 
queries through a voice assistant, prior to 
purchasing”



Easy Wins for 
eCommerce Search



1) Search as primary 
navigation on mobile



“On-site search was found to be the preferred product 
finding strategy of the test subjects, as they perceived it 

to be faster than category navigation”

Baymard Institute Mobile Usability Study





2) Strong native error tolerance







3) Build optimisation of 0-result 
queries into merchandising processes





4) Personalised recommendations 
for error queries 





5) The ability to process 
complex queries - encourage 

users to be more detailed when 
searching





 6) Fast, intuitive quickSearch/ 
Javascript overlay









 7) Index data and content 
beyond just products







8) Ideally, you’d have some form of 
automated influence around popularity



9) Don’t solely rely on automation - 
business logic is important too





10) Monitoring the effectiveness of 
search





- Personalisation - more advanced, 1:1 level personalisation

- Voice search - getting more prominent

- More connected experience - more integrated with other 
functions (mainly for data)

What’s next for search?
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